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The ollision of a high energy osmi ray with a nu leon in the upper atmosphere ould produ e
long-lived heavy parti les. Su h parti les would be very
, sin e the energy loss in matter
s ales as the inverse mass, and ould rea h a neutrino teles ope like I eCube from large zenith angles.
Here we study this possibility and fo us on the long-lived stau of SUSY models with a gravitino LSP.
The signal would be a pair of muon-like parallel tra ks separated by 50 meters along the dete tor.Æ
We evaluate the ba kground of muon pairs and show that any events from zenith angles above 80
ould be explained by the produ tion of these heavy parti les by osmi rays.
PACS numbers: 13.85.Tp, 14.80.Ly
I.

INTRODUCTION

The hierar hy problem has motivated an intense sear h
for new physi s during the past 20 years. Colliders like
LEP, the Tevatron, or the B fa tories have explored the
standard model (SM) at the quantum level but have not
rea hed the energy or the sensitivity ne essary to dete t
new physi s. There is experimental eviden e for neutrino masses, whereas osmologi al data strongly suggest
the presen e of a stable weakly-intera ting massive parti le (WIMP) as the origin of the dark matter of the
universe. However, these features ould be easily added
to the SM without hanging its stru ture. Therefore, as
we approa h the sear h for extensions like supersymmetry (SUSY), te hni olor or extra dimensions at the LHC,
it is lear that we should never underestimate the SM.
On the other hand, osmi rays are another sour e of
elementary parti les of very high energy with the potential to explore the physi s beyond the SM. When a proton
of 10 GeV from outer spa e hits anpatmospheri
nu leon
p
it provides a enter of mass energy s = 2mN E around
14 TeV. A small fra tion of these protons (or of the se ondary parti les with still enough energy) may then produ e exoti massive parti les. Of ourse, the question is
whether su h an event ould give any observable signal.
In this paper we argue that this is the ase, the longlived harged parti les present in some extensions of the
SM ould provide a distin t signature when they ross a
neutrino teles ope from large zenith angles.
The pro ess that we propose ould take pla e in SUSY
models with an exa t R-parity, a gravitino lightest SUSY
parti le (LSP) working as dark matter, and a harged
next-to-LSP (NLSP) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. The
ollision of the osmi proton with the nu leon ould pro8
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du e any pair of SUSY parti les, whi h would then de ay
promptly into the NLSP. Sin e the NLSP ouples very
weakly to the LSP gravitino, it will be long-lived and
able to ross a kilometer-long dete tor like I eCube. The
generi features of this framework ould be also found in
other extensions of the SM, like Little Higgs models [11℄.
These models may in orporate a T -parity [12℄ separating the standard and the exoti parti les. The T -parity
would forbid unobserved mixing between both se tors,
tree-level four fermion operators, and would also make
the lightest parti le in the odd se tor stable. If this partile ( onstituting the dark matter) is very weakly oupled
with the rest, the next-to-lightest one will be long-lived.
The possibility to observe quasi-stable gluinos in
I eCube [13℄ has been onsidered in [14, 15℄ in the
framework of split-SUSY models with very heavy
sfermions [16℄. Here we will fo us on non- olored parti les, whi h present some remarkable di eren es with
the gluinos. In parti ular, as one of these parti les propagates in matter it loses energy at a mu h smaller rate than
an R-hadron [17, 18℄. This fa t makes it easier to onfuse
it with a muon, but it also lets the parti le rea h I eCube
form larger zenith angles. To be de nite we will onsider
a long-lived stau eR , although our arguments would be
analogous for any massive harged parti le: harginos,
other sleptons, or ve torlike leptons that may appear in
Little Higgs models.
Other analyses of the produ tion of exoti parti les by
osmi rays refer to primary neutrinos [20, 21, 22, 23℄.
Being weakly intera ting, the relative e e t of new
physi s on the neutrino-nu leon ross se tion may be
larger (see below), however, it is diÆ ult to make preise predi tions until the ux of osmi neutrinos is determined. In ontrast, our analysis here relies on a ux
of primary osmi rays that is well-known in the relevant
1
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We will assume in the following that the eR life-time is
mu h larger than the propagation time through the Earth (see
e.g. [19℄).
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FIG. 1: pN ross se tion to produ e SUSY parti les for di erent values of the stau and the ( ommon) squark/gluino mass
and a proton energy of 108 GeV.

FIG. 2: Cross se tion to produ e any pair of olored SUSY
parti les in a pN and a N ollision for di erent in ident
energies and a squark/gluino mass mXe = 150, 300 GeV.

energy region 10 {10 GeV.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Se . II, we
al ulate the rate of long-lived stau pairs produ ed by
ollisions of primary and se ondary osmi rays in the
atmosphere. We dis uss then in Se . III the signal of
these pairs at I eCube and the ba kground from muon
pairs. Se tion IV in ludes a summary of our results.

on whether they have strong intera tions. All the ross
se tions at the parton level an be found in Ref. [26℄.
Collider bounds on SUSY parti les with prompt de ay
into a neutral LSP are around 250 GeV for gluinos
and squarks, and 100 GeV for the stop, the sbottom,
harginos, and harged sleptons [27℄. These bounds, however, may not apply if the parti les de ay instead into a
long-lived harged or olored SUSY parti le. For example, in order to minimize the SM ba kground a re ent
analysis [28℄ of jets plus missing momentum at the run II
of the Tevatron imposes a veto on events with an isolated
ele tron or muon with large transverse momentum. However, gluino or squark events will in lude here nal staus
(instead of neutralinos) that ould be taken by isolated
muons. We are not aware of spe i bounds on the olored SUSY spe trum in stau NLSP models. Noti e that
bounds based on the delay in the time of ight versus
a muon or the anomalous ionization of the staus should
also be spe i , as they are based on the absen e of slowmoving (  0:6) harged parti les, but here the staus
get an extra boost from the de ay of the parent squark or
gluino. Through the paper we will then onsider slepton,
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II.

8

PRODUCTION OF STAU PAIRS

At energies above 10 GeV the de ay length of nu leons, harged pions and kaons is mu h larger than their
intera tion length in the air. Therefore, as they propagate in the atmosphere the probability that one of these
hadrons (h) ollides with a nu leon (N ) to produ e new
physi s is just [24℄
4

hN

PXh (E )  AhaX :
T

(1)

In this expression XhN is the ross se tion to produ e
the exoti parti le(s) X and Tha the total ross se tion of the hadron with the air (we assume A = 14:6
nu leons in a nu leus of air and negle t nu lear effe ts). The (default) ross se tions with the air used by
CORSIKA [25℄ above 10 GeV an be approximated by
Tha  C h + C h ln(E=GeV) + C h ln (E=GeV), with the
onstants given in Table I. Sin e Tha is above 100 mb, it
is apparent that this probability will be very small and
that it would be mu h larger for a neutrino propagating
in matter.
The ross se tion to produ e SUSY parti les in a
hadroni ollision depends basi ally on their mass and
4
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TABLE
I: Constants de ning the total ross se tion with the
air Tha  C0h + C1h ln(E=GeV) + C2h ln2 (E=GeV).
[mb℄ C1h [mb℄ C2h [mb℄
185 7 13:3 0:08
100 5 16:9 0:00
79 7 13:9 0:05
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FIG. 3: Average angle between the two staus (in the laboratory frame) for mXe = 150, 300 GeV.

FIG. 4: Flux of stau pairs produ ed by osmi rays in terms
of the (total) stau energy Eee on produ tion for mXe = 150,
300 GeV and  = 1. We in lude the ux4 of muon pairs
produ ed with an opening angle above 10 rad.

hargino and neutralino masses as low as 100 GeV and
olored SUSY parti les above 150 GeV.
In Fig. 1 and 2 we plot the total hN (h = p; )
ross se tions to produ e pairs of these SUSY parti les
for di erent SUSY masses (left panel) and for values
of the hadron energy between 10 and 10 GeV (right
panel). We have used the CTEQ6M [29℄ (MRSS [30℄)
parton distribution fun tions for baryoni (mesoni ) intera tions, with the renormalization s ale  = 0:2mXe
suggested by a NLO al ulation [31℄. We observe that
the ross se tion to produ e dire tly a pair of long-lived
staus of 100 GeV is mu h smaller than via the produ tion and prompt de ay of olored parti les of mass around
200 GeV. In the latter ase, we estimate that the nal
stau will arry a fra tion 

for energies up to 10 GeV, with a spe tral index that
hanges to 3 in the interval 10 {10 GeV and goes ba k
to 2.7 at higher energies (e.g. [32℄). We will use in the
following the results on the ux of se ondary hadrons
(nu leons, pions, and kaons) derived there.
The ux of quasi-stable staus produ ed via the prompt
de ay of a pair Xe Xe 0 of SUSY parti les is then
X Z1
h h
ee =
dE d
PXe Xe (E ) : (4)
d
E
E
h N;;K

4
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(Xe = ge; qe )
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=

In Fig. 4 we plot the di erential ux (d/dEee) of stau
pairs produ ed by osmi rays for squarks and gluinos
masses of 150 and 300 GeV and  = 1.

(2)

of the energy of the parent gluino or squark. The average
angle of the stau pair (in the lab frame) for di erent
energies of an in ident proton are given in Fig. 3.
To evaluate the produ tion rate of stau pairs by osmi
rays we need the total ux of hadrons: primary plus se ondary nu leons, pions and kaons produ ed at any depth
in the atmosphere and with enough energy to reate staus
in the ollision with an air nu leon. This analysis has
been arried out in [14℄ assuming a ux of primary nuleons
 E  : nu leons
dN  1:8
dE
1 GeV
m s sr GeV ; (3)
2 7
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III.

BACKGROUND OF MUON PAIRS AND
SIGNAL AT ICECUBE

The ux of stau pairs produ ed high in the atmosphere
needs to propagate down to the ore of I eCube, about
two kilometers under the antar ti i e, to be observed.
In addition, the possible signal fa es a strong ba kground
of muon pairs rossing the dete tor. We plot in Fig. 4
the ux (d/dE ) of muon pairs produ ed by osmi
rays of energy Eh > 10 GeV. We in lude only the events
where the two muons are produ ed with an opening angle
2

4

2

We negle t the muons from tau de ays as they are a
re tion to this ux.
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FIG. 5: Range of staus and muons of di erent energy.
The dashed lines show the integrated olumn depth of the
Earth from the
enter of I eCube for in reasing zenith angles
(max = 10Æ ).

FIG. 6: Integrated number of stau and muon pairs with a
minimal separation of 50 meters at the dete tor for di erent
values of a minimal zenith angle.

above 10 rad, sin e smaller angles imply a separation
between the two muon tra ks that an not be resolved
at I eCube (see below). Noti e that this requirement
uts po muon pairs with an invariant mass near threshold, s^  1 GeV, where the PDFs are mostly unknown
and the pro ess would be better des ribed in terms of
hadroni resonan es.
The propagation of muons and heavy harged parti les
in matter is well understood. For a muon of energy E >
2m the mean energy loss per olumn density (measured
in g/ m ) an be approximated as

will use the approximation for the range of a stau provided in [17℄ and will negle t losses through ele troweak
intera tions [18℄, as they are not important for the stau
energies that we obtain.
In Fig. 5 we plot the range of staus and muons of energy between 10 and 10 GeV. We give the orresponden e between integrated olumn depth of the Earth (see
e.g. [33℄) and zenith angle for several traje tories ending
at the enter of I eCube. We observe, for example, that
whereas a muon of E = 10 GeV has a range of about
25 km water equivalent (w.e.) and an rea h I eCube
from a zenith angle   86Æ, the range of a stau of
the same energy is 360 times larger, whi h makes it able
to rea h I eCube from zenith angles of up to   105Æ.
Another relevant observable is the separation of the
two parti les when they ross I eCube. This depends on
their angle at the reation point (see Fig. 3) and the distan e from that point to the teles ope. The intera tion
length of a 10 GeV proton in air is around 4 g/ m (its
ross se tion is Tha  400 mb), whi h orresponds to
an altitude of about 20 km in the atmosphere. Therefore, if a primary proton reates a stau pair it will do it
around that altitude. The produ tion of a stau pair by
a se ondary hadron will typi ally o ur along the se ond
intera tion length, nishing at around 15 km, and so on.
To estimate the distan e between the parallel stau tra ks
at I eCube we will assume that they are reated at a
height H  15 km. This implies that stau pairs oming
from zenith angles of 60Æ , 80Æ, and 100Æ y an approximate distan e of about 30, 90, and 2300 km, respe tively,
to rea h the enter of I eCube.
In Fig. 6 we ompare the number of stau and muon

4

2

dE = + E ;
(5)

 
dz
where   2  10 GeV m /g des ribes ionization e e ts and   4  10 m /g a ounts for
bremsstrahlung, pair produ tion and photohadroni proesses. The solution of Eq. (5) provides an approximation
of the total range of (initially) very relativisti muons,
whi h we onsider in the following.
For a stau, at the lowest order ionization e e ts oin ide ( e   ) whereas the other e e ts depend
mainly on the velo ity of the parti le, whi h implies
e   m =me. For me  100 GeV, this means that
a stau of energy above 10 GeV losses 10 times less energy than a muon of the same energy, but below 500 GeV
they deposit energy at a similar rate. In our analysis we
3

2
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Below E  2m the ionization energy loss grows like 1=
e.g. [27℄).

2
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3
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pairs rea hing I eCube with a separation larger than 50
meters, so that the two tra ks an be resolved [34℄. We
plot the ux of these parti les oming from zenith angles
larger than the value given in the x-axis (e.g.  = 0
orresponds to pairs oming from any dire tion). We
show the ases mXe = 150, 300 GeV and  = 1, 0:7.
We observe that from zenith angles between 80Æ and 95Æ
there is a possible signal with no ba kground from muon
pairs.
min

IV.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Cosmi rays may be ontinuously produ ing massive
parti les when they ollide with nu leons in the upper
atmosphere. If these parti les are long-lived they will be
able to rea h a dete tor like I eCube, about two kilometers under the i e. To have a sizeable produ tion rate (order 1 per year and square kilometer) the parti les should
be produ ed through strong intera tions. This would be
the ase for a quasi-stable stau resulting from the prompt
de ay of a gluino or a squark. We have studied in some
detail the possibility to observe su h an event.
The heavy staus would be produ ed in pairs at altitudes around 15 km, and as they approa h I eCube
the two staus would separate. In prin iple, they ould
be onfused with a muon pair: a muon and a stau of
500 GeV would give in I eCube a very similar signature. We have shown, however, that it is possible to
redu e the dimuon ba kground below the signal. Above
E  500 GeV muons lose energy in i e mu h faster than
the staus. As a onsequen e, while muons will never
rea h I eCube from dire tions lose to the horizon, staus
an ome from zenith angles of up to 110Æ. In addition,
larger zenith angles mean also larger distan e of ight
and, in turn, larger separation between the two tra ks at
I eCube.
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